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je suis mon fils, mon / père, ma mère, / et moi … 
Ci-Git, Artaud 

 

 



 
When and where everything started … 

 
Back in Albania ... after 15 years and 7 months (January 6th, 1996 – August 7th, 2011) ... back from “Europe”, where I lived as a migrant. 

Meanwhile, Tirana, my birthplace, exploded ... 

demographically ... from around 300.000 inhabitants, to a million ... 

architectonically ... it almost doubled in terms of density … and tripled, or more, in height. 

... Perdition ... 

I was not able to found my former apartment, where I lived for 16 years. It is 10 minutes walk from the central Scanderbeg Square, it’s in a 80 meters long and 

15 high building … and I couldn’t found it when I was just 20 meters from it. 

I passed a month, 15 or 20 hours per day, taking pictures of my childhood favorite places. 

... Metamorphosis ... 

I remember that month my eyes were wide open ... in stupor. 

As if my eyes were not open enough, once back home, during the night, I used to zoom in the pictures. 

The river. 

As a child I used to take baths during the summer. At that time it divided the city from its peripheries. Now it divides the bucolic from the bulimic. 

 
 



... 

My eyes were, still, wide open … 

I zoomed in, again … I saw a girl, with her father(?), collecting and recycling life … 

 
…  still zooming … 

Antenna in Favela … A man trying to tune its TV channels … 
Ground Zero … or the Capital’ s image mediation. 

 

 
 



“The Gut” – Video/Performance 6:22, Tirana, Albania, 2013 (this work is co-produced with studio203 which has released its own version). 

Starting from the pictures taken in Tirana's River, in 2013, in collaboration with Studio 203, I realized “The Gut”. 

In august 2013 Stefano Romano, as part of Studio 203, was invited by Adela Demetja to participate in 100KM ART Tiranë-Shkodër, a project of Tirana Art 

Lab. The text of the video follows below. The link is https://vimeo.com/110004456 

 

 

THE GUT 

“… conatus is to motion as a point is to space, or as one to infinity, for it is the beginning or end of motion.” 

LEIBNIZ 

  Tirana’s River is the large intestine of the Albanian capital. Hearing of the River of Tirana almost all Albanians, and even Tirana’s inhabitants, automatically think 

of the Lana River. Although the common unbearable smell can mislead, Lana is too visible, too much on the surface of the capital to be confused with the real Tirana’s 

River; Lana is part of the façade and currently has a heavy dose of make-up. The River of Tirana instead – which flows from the Dajti mountain, slipping between Babru, 

Paskuqan, etc., to become Ishmi River, then pouring into the Adriatic sea – ends up being full not only of humans excrements, but the whole garbage of the capital (a city 

addressed exclusively to the consumerism) enriches the range of urticant smells. 

 Once, a source of energy – with the hydroelectric plant “Lenin” – now, an open sewer – which discharges to the sea, like a giant gut, the feces of the Albanian 

capital – this river is the emblem of the radical transformation of the entire country. Moreover, always a peripheral border of the city and – until few years ago – a bathing 

destination for hundreds of children in search of coolness from the hot Tirana’s summer days, now it lies lifeless in the midst of thousands of illegal buildings that densify 

towards the city center. 

  In the Albanian society fifty years of forced hardship – economic, social, and cultural – inflicted by a pseudo-communist state have led to the natural omnivorous 

and bulimic boomerang of the pseudo-democratic transition of our days. 



  The two periods, however, agree on a common denominator: the condition of the Roma and Egyptians (gabelёt dhe jevgjit). They are the ones who live by the 

“riverside” (Bregu i Lumit– a metonymic expression used to categorize them in Tirana). It goes back to the last century that these people are born, eat, get married, have 

children and die at the bank of the river. But soon this visceral population will be ejected, no one knows where, because of local reclamation. 

 This first work – dedicated to the “riverside people” –, which is also the first conative impulse of an artistic series, tries to wake the cognitive and emotive impulses 

of Albanian society – increasingly lost in a consumerist-indigestible-intestinal short circuit – and focus it on the natural flow of life. 

 

 

I was the curator of the video projection. The chosen location was under Kamza’s bridge along Tiranë-Shkodër highway. 

 
 

 

“De-Ludii” - Artist: Ergin Zaloshnja, co-curator with the artist and Miza Gallery, Tirana, Albania, 2014. 

The exhibition was made of a video art and an installation. The video, placed in the entrance of Miza Gallery, was a collage of different personal videos of the 

artists that connected an Albanian children game and the fetishizations of the European Union  in Albania as well as its identity. The installation, placed in the 

inner space of Miza Gallery, consisted in drawn copies (colored pencils) of dozens of pictures of war machines (navy, air and ground forces) that the artist, as 

teenager, in 1997, in a time where Albania experienced a quasi civil war, reproduced and collected after consuming chewing gums (at the time the original 



pictures were distributed inside the packs of chewing gums, as a sort of gadget for kids). The drawings, hanging from the ceiling, rotated as a sort of carillon, 

moved by the engine of a kebab cutting machine. 

 

 

 

“The Gut Reloaded” – Video/Performance 6:53, Tirana, Albania, 2014. 

 

In 2014 Enver Hoxha’s house was “open to the public”. Some contemporary artists, or Foucaultian “author/artist functions”, had the “original idea” to 

present a project to the Ministry of Culture and “open” Enver Hoxha’s house to a contemporary art event and the public. The event was so “open” that 

the persons entered presenting the invitations and the passports or ID’s. Zooming in/out effect is maintained as a sort of continuation of The Gut and 

exaggerated further.  

 
 

“The Chronic” – Artists: Matilda Odobashi / Dritan Hyska, co-curator with the artists and Zeta Gallery, Tirana, Albania, 2014. 

The invitation to curate an exhibition, with the artists Matilda Odobashi and Dritan Hyska, came from Valentina Koça, the owner of ZETA Gallery. In this 



occasion for the first time I could realize a complete exhibition based on the concept of polyphony. 

The polyphonic group started its work from the artists' works, which focused on the architectonic space. Hyska’s works presented the architectonic empty 

space and the architectonic aggressively monumental objects, while Odobashi’s works presented the human figures as oppressed or entrapped by them. 

The idea of the exhibition was to ride the shock-wave, created by the shock economy of the Albanian neoliberal system after 1991. A system which 

produced bulimic constructions’ booming and deliberate occupation of public spaces, as if Albania was a sort of new Far Wild West frontier. In this 

context the artists’ works were taken as fragments or debris produced as pure differences which resist the aesthetic homologation and homogenization by 

stressing and pushing further the contextual limits (mental and/or physical). 

The exhibition space was fully exploited … invading the office of the gallery owner. 

After the opening, the exhibition continued with the presentation of the works in front of art students, in a sort of curatorial open laboratory of the 

concepts that stood behind the event. The event was concluded with interviews, where each component of the polyphonic group (gallery owner, curator 

and two artists) questioned the others about everything was of its personal interest that came out from the exhibition. In this manner the temporary or 

chronic common significations, given to the exhibition space, exploded in further fragments or debris, creating other possible fugues of significations for 

each participant. 

 

 
 

“Erasure” – Group Exhibition, co-curator and participant with the artists, National Historical Museum, Tirana, Albania, 2014. 

For this exhibition I was contacted by the artist Sead Kazanxhiu. At that time he was organizing, with the support of Open Society Foundation Albania 

(OSFA), an art event to raise awareness towards the Roma community in Albania and their eternal housing problem. Recently the new government, which 



won the elections of 2013 with the artist Prime Minister Edi Rama, favoring gentrification and Albanian construction oligarchy, supported the demolition 

of hundreds of houses belonging to Roma people and other (in)visible “lumpenproletariat” communities. 

The polyphonic curating involved the artists, OSFA staff and participants from the community. The concept took inspiration and started from Kazanxhiu’s 

public art intervention in front of Prime Minister’s Institutional building few weeks earlier. In addition the concept was produced as a sort of parallelism 

with the 90th anniversary of fascist period architecture in center city promoted and celebrated uncritically by the new government. In other words, the 

history of the “Erasure” in name of modernity and modernization raised naturally … 

The concept of polyphony, from the methodological point of view, because of the restricted time frame (2 days exhibition at the National Historical 

Museum), was not possible to be completed with the open laboratory and interviews of participants. 

 

   
 

 

“Erasure … We Would Prefer Emilio Isgrò” – Romeo Kodra / Sead Kazanxhiu, Mural/Collage, Tirana, Albania, 2014 (site-specific in the 

framework of group exhibition Erasure 2014, National Historical Museum, Tirana, Albania). 



We asked to some children of the displaced communities to draw their dream houses, which actually were used as banners by them during a protest 

organized by the communities and social society activists. The mural consists in tearing up and erasing with a "big bold [black] stroke" (quoting the 

Albanian artist Prime Minister Edi Rama) the drawings of the children. 

 

 
 

“Diamo i colori” – Romeo Kodra / Eriona Çami / Roma Community members, Performance/Installation, Tirana, Albania, 2014 (site-specific, in 

the framework of group exhibition Erasure 2014, National Historical Museum, Tirana, Albania) 

This work was a carnival version of Dammi i Colori, a sixteen-minute video that focuses on the changes to Albania’s capital city, Tirana, three years after a 

programme of urban transformation was initiated there that involved painting its buildings in a range of vivid colours. Dammi i Colori is filmed by Albanian 

artist Anri Sala with the voice-over of the city’s then mayor and leader of the project, the painter Edi Rama explaining his regeneration project to Sala. 

 
 

“Solarized Brush Strokes” – Video (loop) 3:46, a work realized with the discarded images of the documentary makers Elton Baxhaku and 

Eriona Çami, Tirana, Albania, 2014 (showcased in the framework of group exhibition Erasure 2014, National Historical Museum, Tirana, Albania). 



In this video are seen once more the children of the above-mentioned displaced communities. They are filmed while drawing the houses of their dreams. 

The video shows how the drawings were used during the protest. "Solarized" and "Brush Stroke" are options of the video editing program used in this case 

with the same intention by the artists, being me, the documentary makers or the artist Prime Minister: to erase. 

 

 

“Living Findings” – Video (loop) 4:38, a work realized with the discarded images of the documentary makers Elton Baxhaku and Eriona 

Çami, Tirana, Albania, 2014 (showcased in the framework of group exhibition Erasure 2014, National Historical Museum, Tirana, Albania). 

The work is an oxymoron. The materials, such as the video, but also its content (the Roma community members as well as their material lives), are taken as 

archaeological findings of contemporary urban development/erasures. The highly commercialized "Edelezi" song covers the video as a sound track. It 

presents partial erasures, creating the effect of radio frequency interruptions. The erasures of the song are calculated to be balanced throughout the video 

loop, evoking an ethnological carnival. The aestheticization of Power's erasures and destructions. Contemporary "Potlatch". 

 

 

“Double Feature #1 – Ibro Hasanović / Nemanja Cvijanović”, Tirana Art Lab, Tirana Albania 2014 (Co-curator with Adela Demetja and artists). 

From September 2014, invited by the Executive Director Adela Demetja, I became curator and project manager of Tirana Art Lab. The Double Feature 

series of TAL started from an idea of Adela, on which we developed a concept in programming, producing and representing art and art events. The 

concept included: 



I) TAL's location (placed in city center, but beyond/behind the colored facades of Capital’s main streets’ buildings, in a building which suffered spatial 

bulimia ... half of TAL's space was legalized after the illegal building of two additional rooms); 

II) Tirana as a context (where foreign and Albanian artists produced artworks in direct contact with each other as well as the context); 

III) Albanian geopolitical position (an eternal peripheral country with complexes of inferiority, where everything that comes from abroad, from the centers 

of Empires, and from above, from the power and the status quo, in a top-down direction, especially concerning arts and artists, is considered uncritically 

avant-garde, modern, contemporary). 

IV) Polyphony as a methodological of creation and production following inside-out and downside-up directions. 

In December 2014 was inaugurated the first edition. 

 

 

 

 

 



“Concert #3 Continuum – ANTEZ”, Tirana Art Lab, Tirana Albania 2014 (co-curator with the artist). 

 

“Double Feature #2 – Viola Bittl / Alma Bakiaj”, Tirana Art Lab, Tirana Albania, 2015 (co-curated with Adela Demetja and artists). 

 

 



  

 

“The Artist is not Present” - an eight hours performance, open to the public participation, Tirana's main boulevard, Albania, 2015. 

In 2015 the government of the Albanian Artist Prime Minister Edi Rama, through the Minister of Culture Mirela Kumbaro, “erased” from the calendar the 

only yearly event for contemporary art organized by the National Gallery of Arts. The cost of the last edition of “Onufri” was around 10.000$. It had 

survived the shock economy of the ’90, the quasi civil war of ’97-’98, but not the Artist Prime Minister cultural and artistic policies. 

A chair, as in the hedonistic performance of Marina Abramovich, remained empty for 8 hours, representing the chair of the Artist, dead as the “author” in 

Roland Barthes, and substituted by the Foucaultian “author/artist function”. The public was free to join … and wait in front of the empty chair in the main 

boulevard, the symbolic axis which marks the city as a gesture of the fascist power. 

 



“Smoke. Biomechanics of Power – Nico Angiuli”, Tirana Art Lab, Tirana, Albania 2015 (co-curated with the artist). 

The solo show of Nico Angiuli at Tirana Art Lab was an exception, as from 2014 TAL supported only plural voices and pluralities of voice/s. The work of 

Angiuli and the exhibition was co-produced by TAL that followed the artists in his two year research held in close contact with the last producers of 

tobacco in Sheldija, near Shkodra, and their historical, social and cultural context. 

 

“The Gut 3 – Institutional Pharmakopoeia” – Video 4:20, Tirana, Albania, 2015. 

The video came out as a continuation of “The Gut” series and another ongoing project which was focused on the concept of “pharmakon”, on the 

Albanian xenomania, and the alienating aspects of the cognitive capitalism with its consumerist aesthetic aspects. In other words, everything I had to face, 

every morning, when I used to take the bus, from my apartment near former Kinostudio, and reach the city center, produced these “passive synthesis”. The 

list of the names of the pharmacies or drugstores, in more or less two kilometers road trip, was very interesting to me: "Greek Pharmacy", "Italian 

Pharmacy", "Italo-German Pharmacy", "English Pharmacy", "Sat(ellite) Farma" Pharmacy, "Luna (Moon, from Italian language) Pharmacy", "Elit(e) 

Pharmacy", "VIP Farma" Pharmacy. The city center and the last station of the bus was the main boulevard, an alien urban dispositive constructed by the 

Italian fascists before and after the invasion of 1939 as a sort of axis that went from no place to nowhere. In the main boulevard, the main object which 

could synthesize all the above-mentioned concepts was the Prime Minister building, designed by the fascist architect Gherardo Bosio, "transformed" and 

made more socialist realist by the high relief of the former dictatorship regime artists, one of which was Kristaq Rama father of the Prime Minister, which 

"transformed" in a more "contemporary" style the building through the installation of Philippe Parreno marquee. This time the zooming in/out was not 

made manually, but through the video editing programme options, which recalls redundantly the lights of the marquee and the led-lights of one of the 

selected pharmacies. The video ends with the polite invitation of a stacked word "WELCOME", which recalls the first video of The Gut series and a drifting 

lifebuoy stacked in the middle of Tirana's river with other garbage and wastes. 



   

 

“Double Feature #3 – Drifts – Elton Baxhaku / Fabrizio Bellomo”, Tirana Art Lab, Tirana Albania 2015 (co-curated with the artists). 

The exhibition regarded the workers drift towards “lumpenproletarianization” in contemporary and (un)transitional societies. The focus, following 

Bellomo's work title, was eternal alienation through tools/means of production: mechanic (Roma craftsmen), electric (precarious workers), digital (artists). 

 



“Erasure 2 – A Modest Proposal”. A theater piece inspired by Jonathan Swift, director and co-dramatist with the actors Alfred Trebicka & Rozi 

Kostani, National Experimental Theater “Kujtim Spahivogli”, Tirana, Albania, 2015. 

This time for “Erasure 2” I was contacted directly by Open Society Foundation Albania (OSFA). Instead of an exhibition I proposed a theater piece with the 

aim of raising awareness towards the Roma condition in Albania. Being OSFA and George Soros widely known as supporter of the Prime Minister Edi 

Rama (former OSFA member) and MJAFT, a NGO headed by Erion Veliaj, Tirana’s mayor, which as one of the first actions taken as new mayor was – 

like his predecessor of the right wing – to erase the houses of Roma community, I proposed to readopt the Swift’s text to Albanian context. 

"An Executive Director of a civil society NGO, recommended and advised by a tycoon (clear reference to George Soros), becomes Prime Minister and in 

his first speech makes the famous Swift’s “Proposal”: eating the children of Roma people, beggars, and precarious workers. With all my amazement, the 

“Proposal”, was accepted and supported financially. However the poster of the show was not printed, because OSFA considered it too harsh for public 

sensitivity. A day before the show, a Roma child was found frozen under a bridge near Durrës. His mother said he died in her arms, because they could not 

found any shelter. The poster was projected during the show. 

 



“Pyramidal Disclosure” – concept-proposal of AKS GROUP (Dritan Hyska, Pirro Vaso, Romeo Kodra). Presented at Albanian Ministry of Culture 

for the representation of Albania at Venice Biennial of Architecture 2016. 
"What is the difference between an optimist and a pessimist? 

A pessimist thinks things can’t get worse; an optimist knows they can." 

No Man’s Land – Danis Tanović 

Synopsis: Albania has always been a peripheral territory, a transitional space, a border to pass or a geopolitical “front”. Here are disclosed and layered, in terms of period 
and style, different architectures representative of political powers that have marked the territory throughout history. Through these marks one can read the different and 

sometimes contradictory visions of the world. Perhaps, this reading is possible thanks to them. In any case this is our conviction. 
As an interdisciplinary group we have chosen our “front” between architecture and political power. This “front” in Albania has a unique and perpetual paradigm, which is 

closely related to the history and creation of the capital city (1920) and, thus, the Albanian State. It is the monumental axis of the main boulevard, planned in 1925. 
The boulevard was originally used by Fascism[1] as an indirect mark on the territory through architectural modernism of the Ministries’ lot. After the invasion (1939), the 
monumental axis was further developed with a stylistic evolution (Italian Rationalism: Dajti Hotel, Prime Minister building, etc.) with which the fascist government, this 

time directly, marked the territory. 
Despite political antagonism, the dictatorial socialist regime, after WWII, continued the development of the boulevard axis, using the same refrain of direct marking of 
the territory (the same monumentalization, this time, of socialist realism) and the symbolic representation of authoritarian power (the same height and verticalization of 

the buildings; the same hermetical closures and severe forms; the same conservation of the boulevard axis). 
Today, in the Albanian transitional society, we can read the same – far from being transitional – architectural concepts with which the political and economic power is 
represented; the same verticalization (Hotel Rogner) and, even more exaggerated, heights that have interrupted the profile of the landscape (the “twin towers” near the 

Parliament building); the same hermetic closures expressed by severe monumental forms; the conservation of the monumental axis of the boulevard. 
But there is an anomaly: the “Pyramid”. 

Built in 1988 by the architects Vladimir Bregu, Pranvera Hoxha, Klement Kolaneci and PirroVaso (the latter being the Honor Leader of our project for the Biennale of 
Architecture in Venice 2016), the “Pyramid” remains Tirana’s main landmark. Commissioned by the regime as a museum dedicated to the now deceased dictator Enver 

Hoxha, therefore deeply symbolic of architecture representative of political power, the “Pyramid” represents a most controversial and enigmatic building where the 
“front” of architecture and political power appear as an inseparable and highly complex synthesis. 

And this presents our challenge, as a group. Here starts our inspiration to deconstruct the passive synthesis[2] between the art of architecture and political power, to 
extract the essence of the artistic resistance[3] and the difference[4] in this architectonic object, which, thanks to the artistic findings, cannot be totally and exclusively part 

of the political power narrative, cannot be part of the reduction of We in just Me, as Aravena states in his Statement of the Biennale. 
To extract the “Pyramid” from the shadows of the representation and the symbolic image of an authoritarian power, we began, with our project leader, arc. Pirro Vaso, 

revisiting once again, through direct interviews, the history of the design of the “Pyramid”, its social, political, theoretical and practical architectural context and the 
working process as well. 

This search resulted in strictly architectural findings which, although a product of architectonic experimentation[5] and not the will for political dissent, lean towards a 
conceptualization of architecture as desire, aspiration and public necessity. In other words, they stand in stark contrast to the promotion of the authoritarian powers. 

We did not focus on representation, on the symbolic aspect of the “Pyramid”, where the political power usually clings to. We focused our interest on the imaginary and 
the real, on the essence of aesthetics and the real architectonic function of the building. There we found that its alternative exit or the breaking of the monumental axis of 

the boulevard, its diagonal slope or gradual, ladder-like verticalization and its longitudinal opening of the facade with the combination of marble and glass, all together, 
stand in opposition to the symbolic image of authoritarian power. 
Thus, the axiom of our narrative and statement for the Biennale is: 
1. moving away from the axis or from the authoritarian synthesis, 

2. breaking of the verticality or the hierarchy of power expressed in the architecture, 
3. openness of the architectonic object or the transparency of public and institutional buildings. 

This is the history of a success that we want to report from our “front”: a history of the disclosure of the art in architecture as a differential in narrative of the political 
power propaganda, a history of re-appropriation and revaluation of our architectural heritage, which is continuously threatened by destructive vengefulness throughout 

political changes. And the “Pyramid” as a real “front” has been the emblem of this phenomenon. 
Methodology: Our research work as a group is inspired by Albanian iso-polyphony, and its cluster-tone[6] will be materialized in the exhibition space. A model in 

miniature of a part of the sliding facade of the “Pyramid” will be installed (gypsum and marble as the original). It will rise from the floor in the center of the space (made 



of matte resin, the color of brick like the mud of Tirana) in the same angle as the original, finally concluding in a corner of the Albanian pavilion. Dritan Hyska, an 
Albanian artist whose work focuses on our architecture – with two video installations (which will include audio and will be produced specifically for this exhibition) 
projected on the wall, oil paintings and photographs – will complete the corpus of the art works. To these will also be added the documented material  and a video-

interview (in three monitors equipped with headphones) with the architect Pirro Vaso, regarding the Pyramid’s artistic, theoretical, and historical re-contextualization. The 
walls are painted similar to the floor (sinking in the “front”) but with slight touches of shading. The lighting is entirely artificial (spotlights) so that half of the space 

remains obscured at all times. 
 

[1]The boulevard was actually constructed thanks to the Italian investment funds. 
[2] Deleuze, Difference and Repetition. 
[3] Deleuze, What is the Creative Act. 
[4] Derrida, Différance. Margins of Philosophy. 
[5] Maybe the experimentation was possible because of the daughter and son in law, whom were part of the group of architects. 
[6] It is the basic tone of the iso-polyphony (see in Vaso Tole – Enciklopedia e muzikës popullore shqiptare). 

 

“Gradual”  – Video 4:44, Tirana, Albania, 2016 
The video shows the empty escalators of the so-called "Twin Towers" of the boulevard axis. 

The sound track is the reversed Gregorian version of the Psalm CXXI. 
 

 



 
“Erasure 3: Pierrot Recycling” – Video/Performance, co-work with child laborers, Tirana, Albania, 2016. 

This work, finished at the beginning of September, belongs to “Erasure” series and is dedicated to Ardit Gjoklaj, a 17-year-old worker killed at 3A.M. on 
August 7th at the Sharra landfill. 

At the beginning of the summer, after being threatened with arrest by the Mayor Erion Veliaj and defined by him as “thieves and dangerous carriers of 
infectious diseases”, hundreds of Tirana’s waste collectors were “invited” to join the public-private-partnership society which managed with the 
Municipality the landfill in Sharra, near Tirana, where, according to the Mayor, “everyone could have a legal employment and social security”. 

After Gjoklaj’s death the investigators found that none of the workers was legally employed and none of them had social secur ity. Gjoklaj, according his 
minor brother, "found this summer job to help the family and pay the textbooks of the high school". 

For this work I paid other two "workers", the first 12-year old and the second 14-year old, and one of their means of productions, a pedal tricycle, used by 
them during their daily work for the transport of recyclable waste (in this case the recyclable waste were the child "workers" themselves). In this manner, 
the themes of the carnival and cannibalism of the Erasure series were pushed further. The video/performance consisted in my cycling parade in the main 
boulevard until the last station at the door of Tirana's Municipality. The child "workers" faces were painted in a cadaverous white, ready for "recycling". 

Their mean of production and transportation, for the occasion, was colored with the color of the "Rilindje" (Renaissance in Albanian, the name given by the 
Artists Prime Minister Edi Rama to his electoral team during the campaign of 2013). The artist-worker (myself), had a blue painted face, a gray suit and red 

shirt, to recall the colors of Godard's Pierrot le fou in order to match the art-washing and intellectualistic requirements of institutionalized art. 

 



 
“Downside Up” – Artists: Arbër Elezi, Igli Marion, Lori Lako, Tirana Art Lab, Tirana, Albania, 2016 (co-curated with the artists). 

This exhibition was connected with another one, curated by Adela Demetja with other three young Albanian artists, “Inside Out”, and can be considered as 
its continuation in the conceptual framework of Tirana Art Lab. Yet, despite this institutional connection, the exhibition explored, through the concept of 

curating as polyphony, different social issues that involved the representational aspects of art, the aesthetic (colors in space, light in space, sounds in space), and 
its laboratorial aspects, the ethics (the concepts behind as well as the means of production). 

In this second exhibition dedicated to emerging Albanian artists for 2016, Tirana Art Lab has chosen Arbër Elezi, Igli Marion and Lori 
Lako. Their selection did not come as a result of a competition between the participants. Firstly, what determined their selection was 

the common ability to problematize current issues and emergencies of the context where they live, or have been born to, as well 
expressing them through artistic languages; secondly, their artistic engagement to resist pressure; and, lastly, coherence, not only to 

resist, but to be inspired from contemporary realities. 
The linking bridge between the artists and Tirana Art Lab is precisely this individual resistance; a resistance inspired from events of the 

contemporary reality that are as much catastrophic as they are tragic, from which art takes off, not as an antithesis, but as an 
alternative to reality. The issues that inspire the works of the artists that are exhibited at TAL, are conspicuous (January 21st - Arbër 

Elezi; urban and social ruins - Lori Lako; the vices of the neoliberal “new man” - Igli Marion). But their approaches towards them are 
unexpected. Arbëri, Igli, Lori do not inform us about the problems. They do not even give an unknown facet, they do not counter- 

inform, as it is done with conspiracy theories. For them every information is deformation. But, where does the unexpected novelty of 
their art take foundation? 

To answer this question we strived to give the decoding cipher of the selected works, organizing the exhibition space around one of 
them. All together - artists and curators - decided to choose as point of departure the work of Arbër Elezi, “Viviere” (video placed on 

the floor), which delineates through the sound the exhibition's space. Elezi's "Vivere" is the radix of an artistic journey that has 
generated, now for years, artistic works in different media (video-art, photography, painting, installation and performance). 

For Arbër Elezi, January 21st, on which "Vivere" focuses, it's not only a political/party event which can be interpreted according to a 
macro-code/narrative. Such event, for us as witnesses or listeners/spectators, cannot be read, understood and interpreted while 

becoming part of the code/narrative of a certain power, pretending to understand the keywords, the clichés and even the banalities of 
the language of power which are put onto for the interpretation of this social event. No! For Arbër, such a social event has enough 

potential to release original phenomena (in his case, artistic ones) that develop according to a personal code/narrative, by a variation 
of the same theme, that averts all default channeling of a mucky authority, which tries to absorb us as a crowd/mass with its 
increasingly obtuse macro-code (“language speaks us” Jacques Lacan says). So, we notice at Elezi, a desire/impulse to not be 

codified according a deceptive narrative of power. Arbër's desire has achieved to produce a Bachian artistic fugue (fenomenart called 
by Elezi), that is incorporated all the time with the social event (January 21st ) without being congested, dulled, suffocated or exhausted, 
but keeping it alive, all the time and through all the itinerary, ready for new narration lines where social ethics and individual aesthetics 

are inseparable. 
This plural procedure of creation of Elezi gives further impetus for the polyphonic manner in which, through the diplophony of life and 
death, the main exhibition space of TAL is organized. Thus, intertwined with the inseparable fugue of Elezi we have the figurative and 

coloristic explosion of the works (paintings pending vertically on walls) of an autodidact such as Igli Marion, who from completely 
different perspectives, outside every academic (in)formation and (macro)codification, produces, him as well, works/artistic fugues that 

introduce in fantastical forms the contrasting relationship between individual desires and the control of power. The visual connection of 
“Pyramid”, the urban scenography of the January 21st of “Vivere” from Elezi, fits with the symbolical tales for grown-up children or 
immature grown-ups of Igli, where representative characters become Enver Hoxha, a childlike demon/bugbear, not believable in his 
disguise; a sphinx without any expression, that now does not protect but has taken the place of the Pyramid, alluding the complete 

transformation of power; a prisoner of the clotting abyss of mass media; or a self-castrated completely submitted to political 
representation (voting). 



Marion's integration with the thematic variation of this exhibition is done through the purposeful lack of beautiful forms and 
seriousness, which resist codification and power, opening a game without beginning or end, without rules, between the pain of living 

and deadly compromises, as anarchic as plural, but nonetheless a genuine art that transmits the characterizing freshness of the 
painter. 

With Lori Lako the explosive space shrinks behind a “peephole”, created by a stray bullet ("Bullet", video placed on the floor as a sort 
of vertical breakdown from the horrific paintings) where the traumatized subject is hiding. The childlike anarchy of Marion and the 

courageous cultivation of chaotic social events of Elezi, it seems that with Lako they crystallize in the detailed analysis of the passage 
between two plans, dimensions, suspicious spaces of transition, that are repeated in many of her works, where the aesthetic delicacy 

rimes, as it is the case with the above mentioned artists, with ethics. Lako responds to the control of power with an absolute control of 
her works. According to the artist, from this control two artistic positions are born, again between life and death, that also give further 
possibility of the diplophonic articulation of TALs space: on one side control can end up in a blind room, completely white, where a 

obtuse self-referential game “White Cube” style is played, as in “too much white will kill you”; or in an filmic synthesis that reproduces 
downside up, as in “Oktapodi” (Octopus), architectural monsters of the past (and not only) through a natural reflective filter (water?), 
which translates while reflecting in all the work a green layer, a new chlorophyll synthesis, a precondition of life which, nonetheless, 

cannot be anything else rather than, since its genesis, bio(s)-political. 

 

 

 



 

“The Merchant of the Skeletons”, concept proposal of Arbër Elezi, Lori Lako, Romeo Kodra Presented at Albanian Ministry of Culture for the 
representation of Albania at Venice Biennial of Art 2017. 

The idea of “The Merchant of the Skeletons” comes from the parodied title of Kasëm Trebeshina, an author that, as Roland Barthes would say, has “ransomed with his 
death the birth of the reader”[1]. However, despite the hope of Roland Barthes, the history has demonstrated that the death of the author, and Trebeshinian self-

exclusion, did not brought the birth of the reader, who apparently died or has been killed in the cradle by the media bombing and obtuse propaganda. 
The void left by the Nietzschean The Death of God and the Barthesian The Death of the Author is occupied by a creature that Michel Foucault called the “author-function”, 
which “is characterized by th[e] plurality of egos” and “is tied to the legal and institutional systems[2]“. This plurality of egos is a characteristic of despotic figures of the 

neoliberal power, which is promoted increasingly by the legal and institutional systems in power. 
This situation, where the system fabricates more and more “authors-functions”, with their pluralities of egos to catalyze more and more consensus for itself and the status 

quo, in Albanian context has been and continues to be avant-garde. In this manner to maintain the coherence with the Albanian avant-garde, the concept for this 
proposal is around the Trebeshinian “The Merchant of the Skeletons”, which will present with dignity the contemporary Albania in the Art Biennial of Venice 2017. 

The exhibition’s space will consist in a semi-circular “skeleton” of a bunker with a 6m diameter, which has only 50cm concrete basement from which come out curved 
steel bars which arrive in the axial wall that interrupts the circularity of the bunker. This skeleton bunker, without exits, closed in its incommunicable nudity, in the 

Trebeshinian sense, will symbolize the accentuate exoticism of Albanian past through contemporary arts. 
Within the skeleton bunker, pending from the arcade steel bars, will be, irregularly composed, the bones of Arbër Elezi’s work “Bones From The Sky”. They will 

symbolize, maintaining the same grotesque spirit, the continuation of the death or the killing of the contemporary illiterate readers in their cradles and their perpetual 
ironic destiny between concrete, iron and unattainable bones. 

On the bunkers’ basis, in front of the wall, would be collocated a video projecting on the wall, through the pending bones, the Lori Lako’s work “Oktapodi”/”Octopus” 
and another Trebeshinian-style video made specifically for the Biennial, where the focus will be the Albanian Capital, Tirana. 

The methodology is also inspired by the Trebeshinian[3] and Albanian polyphony, through the cluster-ton[4] of which will be materialized in the exhibition’s space, where 
do not exist artists, curators or directors of the group and the showcased works are only fragment interruptions of egos synthesized temporarily in occasion of the 

international event, which is supposed to promote once more positively the “role of the artists” in the big international scene. 

[1] “[T]he birth of the reader must be ransomed by the death of the Author”, Roland Barthes’ The Death of the Author, published in 1967 in “Aspen Magazine”. 
[2] Michel Foucault, Language, in Counter-memory, Practice: Selected Essays and Interviews, What is an author?, Cornell University Press, Ithaca, New York, 1977, pg. 130. 
[3] See in Kasëm Trebeshina Një ditë në natën pa fund (Dafinat e thara), Kujtime - ese, Buzuku, Prishtina, Kosovo, August, 2016. 
[4] It is the basic tone of the Albanian iso-polyphony (see in Vaso Tole - Enciklopedia e muzikës popullore shqiptare). 

 



“Triple Feature 5 – Çeta / Georgia Kotretsos / Pleurad Xhafa”, Tirana Art Lab, Tirana, Albania, 2016 (co-curated with the artists). 

The exhibition, part of Tirana Art Lab's Double Features series, in the framework of the project “Heroes We Love”, was supported by the Creative Europe 
programme. Even in this case the basic concept was that of the art of curating as polyphony, although not completed in all its parts (the interviews were not 

possible because of different working schedule of artists and curators involved). In addition during this exhibition were showcased the first co-works - The 
Master of the State, C.I.C. (Curator in Chief) series - created by an artist (Georgia Kotretsos) and an institution (Tirana Art Lab), pushing further the limits of 

the institutionalization, production of subjectivity, control and resistance through and within art production. 

 

“Heroes We Love –  Partisan Songspiel:  A Belgrade Story“, Chto delat? / Vladan Jeremić & Rena Raedle, Tirana Art Lab, Tirana, Albania, 2017 
(assistant – curated by Adela Demetja). 

 



"Double Feature 6 - Sokol Peçi & Slobodan Stošić", Tirana Art Lab, Tirana, Albania, 2017 (co-curated with Adela Demetja and the artists). 

 
 

“Double Feature 10 – Jora Vaso & Theo Napoloni”, Tirana Art Lab, Tirana, Albania, 2018 (co-curated with the artists). 

THE(RE IS NO) MARK ON THE WALL 
The present exhibit, between being and not being, between doing and not doing, due to the characteristically uncertain context in which Tirana Art Lab operates, is the 

merger of two exhibits which the author of this text intended to realize within the first months of Autumn 2018. The initial concept which merges the two separate 
exhibits is the problematization of the “walls” within the exhibition space or, more precisely, the unusual installation approach of the artistic works as compared to the 
more standard one, which involves their hanging on the walls, or a two-dimensional exposure. This concept was inspired from the literary work of Virginia Woolf and, 

more specifically, an essay entitled “A Room of One’s Own” as well as her first story entitled “The Mark on the Wall” where, in addition to her gender-related 
provocations on having a room of one’s own, the author finally tackles the problematic issue of “walls” as a dimensional standard of definitive and conclusive 

statements/judgments. 
The first exhibit I intended to organize was triggered by the photographic works of several artists. One of them, part of the current exhibit, is Jora Vaso. In her works, 
one immediately notices a healthy dose of sarcasm which fluctuates between a seemingly indifferent, inattentive use of the medium (a smartphone) - which effectively 

mirrors our naiveté or mindlessness in the daily use of this “invading” dispositif of our lives - and the contradictions within the images where colors and shapes, 
deliberately and carefully selected, collide violently with one another. 

Even in this exhibition, on the one hand, Jora’s immediacy of a dilettante (the etymological root of this Latin word - dilettare, delectare, delicere, de+lacio - implies the 
extension of a thread) saturates the images, through colors, with a passion as vigorous as it is explosive and an amusement as sincere as it is ephemeral; while, on the 

other hand, the deliberate and meticulous selection - in this case, not at all of a dilettante - of violent or decadent forms, the entertaining immediacy force us to look at 
their tragic and dismal background, with which they are inextricably linked. And these particular photos cannot help but make you think of the alienating effect of the 

dispositifs of communication, which, through their aestheticizing filters, render our reality abstract and optimize the machinery that “takes society onward toward 
progress”, where the horizon of daily events, though violent, is consumed like a spectacle of fireworks, thusly erasing our historic memory. 

Still, certain events, from this horizon of daily life within the now quarter-of-a-century-long transition, remain, and here we meet the works of Theo Napoloni. They 
remain by stubbornly insisting on marking that horizon of violence with clear and recognizable coordinates within the memory of each Albanian. 

However, even in this case, these events are endangered, eroding from the spectacular consumption of history, the latter dulling them, taking away their color and 
passion, leaving them amputated. 

For Theo Napoloni, like for Jora Vaso, there is no other option but sarcasm, a sharp irony that cuts through this 27-year-long violence, where history - erased over and 
over again - has not only stopped teaching us but continues to repeat itself in the horizon of morbid daily events until its final and total consumption. 

But, unlike Jora, who exposes the violence of her daily life by amplifying the numbing, suffocating, exhausting effect of her photographs, contrasting in both form and 

content, Theo converts these media-infamous images one more time into paintings, in their mediatic archè (ἀρχή); thus, once more into a source or origin where, 
suspended between their total disappearance and final extinction, attempt yet again to capture what has remained of our collective conscience and to confront it with 

what we should call collective memory. 
 



   

   
 

“Silent Performances, or the Ghettization of a City”, Concept and performers: Olsi Bogdani, Arens Dobi, Anxhela Shehi, Claudia Imami, Angjelo 
Sevo, Suela Biba, Emanuela Gjonaj, Marinela Sufa, Frensi Duka, Emanuela Kullaj, Romeo Kodra. Performance/Photographs in the framework of Artivism, 
a project of ArtKontak, Tirana, Albania 2018 (co-curated with the artists), exhibited at Museum of Contemporary Art Vojvodina, Novi Sad, Serbia, in the 

framework of My Art is my Reality exhibition. 

In September 2018 I was invited by Andi Tepelena, executive director of ArtKontakt, an NGO from Tirana, to participate in the project Artivism. The idea of the project 
was to highlight and challenge the false pre-election premises of the politicians. The selected area of the city was Tirana's East side: Municipal Unit nr. 2. 

I liked the idea because recently in that area - more precisely in Shkoza - there were settled people from Roma and Egyptians communities, the vicissitudes of which I had 
been closely following for long time: from the Tirana's River or Tirana's New Ring displacements (Shkoza, Selita, former Train Station, etc.), to their abandonment in 

decrepit warehouses of the former Albanian People's Army, to the violent uprising of 2016 and the housing "final solution" of 2017-'18. 
But, what is the "final solution"? Between December 2017 and February 2018 Tirana’s Mayor Erjon Veliaj together with US Ambassador in Albania Donald Lu, Italian 

Ambassador in Albania Alberto Cutillo, and UNDP Resident Representative in Albania Brian J. Williams happily inaugurated 120 lager-like houses (architectonically in an 
"Auschwitz style") for Roma community that replaced the traditional ephemeral barracks in the same territory. These houses were constructed after the Roma community 

uprising (fires, clashes) against the governmental and municipal prohibition to enter the nearby social houses (architectonically in a "Theresienstadt ghetto style") that 
were available only for poor families, but that could guarantee through a legal job the monthly payment of the rent (of course, the participants of the uprising were all 

working illegally as waste collectors or similar precarious activities with no possibility to demonstrate their incomes). 
These divisions between the poor and poorest social classes is part of the governmentality of the Albanian (un)transitional period, a neoliberal legitimized Apartheid which 

finds its apotheosis in the Rolling Hills, a multimillionaire villas quarter, located in the same area, in Municipality Unit nr. 2, protected by high walls, mostly owned or 
rented by Albanian oligarchs, new riches, or foreign representatives who can afford the prices. 

Therefore, my idea was, firstly, to focus on the "final solution" as a success post-election story, as a maintained promise, celebrated by the US, UN and EU 
representatives; secondly, on the visual architectonic and urban planning aspects of the area; and, lastly, on these lasts iconography and iconology. 

As seen from the images - taken from the roof of one of the "Theresienstadt" buildings, which confines with "Auschwitz houses", and from Google Earth - the clear 



division of the poor from the poorest people of the society, considering the architectonic and urban planning visual aspects, is far beyond any metaphor. 

 

The same can be said regarding the so-called "Rolling Hills", where rich classes as well as EU and US representatives have their residencies. 

  

The idea of the project as well as my intention was to create a participatory artistic public intervention (performance?, installation?) involving young artists from 
University of Arts and Artistic Lyceum and people from the communities of the area. However, although the situation appeared catastrophic from the social point of 
view, which, soon or later, will generate other social problems, the communities were not so angry, which contrasted with my intention to highlight with the artistic 

intervention the resistance and the results of uprising as a sort of weapon against the political power. In other words, the people were not willing to act artistically and 
consolidate the culture of resistance. And this created deep discussions with the participant art students, because I evidenced also the risk that the communities could 

react violently to our artistic intervention which had the risk to be perceived as an insult. 
The work consisted in two performances and photographs, created in October 2018. It is made of 12 photos (nine photographs with the masks are of the series Emoji 
performance and three without masks of the series Fil Rouge performance) entitled Silent Performances, or the Ghettization of a City. The work, through a workshop, was co-

created-curated with the students-artists of the University of Arts and Artistic Lyceum of Tirana. 
Children and youngsters from the communities participated helping with the creation of the materials of the performances. 

 



 

 

 

 

Statement: The Art of Polyphony. 

The Art of Polyphony is a concept on art, curating and directing (theater, film). Without a concept on art, curating, directing, these lasts cannot produce concepts, visions, 
ideas, or significations, but only represent, replicate, consolidate and nurture - through their representational/superficial aspects - consumerism and status quo of the 

institutions, artists, curators, directors. 
The Art of Polyphony is also a method, which deconstructs any subjectivity taking part in organization of its space – i.e. the artists, curator, director, and any other 

predefined categorized subjectivity, public/spectator included. 
The Art of Polyphony is neither a democratic participatory method in production, nor a chaotic agglomeration of subjectivities trying to produce meaning/s through 

improvisation. 
The Art of Polyphony cannot be reduced in production of art works, curating art works, directing theater or films, because it also produces artists, curators, directors by 

deconstructing the artistic and cultural content in its spatial context as a dispositif of de+subjectification. 



The Art of Polyphony, as in Paul Klee’s polyphonic painting series or Albanian iso-polyphonic “tonic-cluster”[1], is strictly organized in a beam of tonality produced by 
the deflagrations of each subjectivity. 

  

 Ventriloquist and Crier in the Moor, 1923 (29.5 x 41.9 cm). © 2020 Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York 

The Art of Polyphony, through its beam of tonality, which pushes further by proliferation, juxtaposition and disjunction the fragmentation, interruption, and alienation of 
each involved subjectivity, is the deconstruction of any concentric ventriloquism. The beam of tonality is the core of The Art of Polyphony. It is its dispositif of “de-
individualization” by means of multiplication and displacement, and diverse combinations. It produces and is produced by blasted subjectivities becoming Cluster 

Subjectivity. This last it is not the organic bond that unites hierarchies of individuals, but a constant generator of de-hierarchization and de-individualization[2]. 
The Art of Polyphony, repudiating any euphoria on collectivism and/or positive ethno-folkloric idea of iso-polyphony, tries inspiration from the work of Demetrio 

Stratos and the Albanian cultural context, where the POIESIS of the iso-polyphonic tradition – with each multiple-singular voice (diplo/triplophonic made of “animal”, 
“human” and “social” components) re-appropriated as resolution, solution or dissolution by the Cluster Subjectivity – is a concept-method through which artistic and 

cultural production, reception, conservation and transmission resist colonization and, the consequent, artistic and cultural homologation and hegemony. 
The Art of Polyphony means resistance towards the authoritarian approach of any subjectivity within the organization of artistic and cultural spaces and unilateral 
production of meaning/s. Challenging the subjective status of the participants The Art of Polyphony space becomes a crucible, a space of subjective and objective 
discomfort and perturbation, where the subjects-objects or participants-artworks are fused – through the repetition of the creative acts – generating new visions, 

concepts, ideas, significations with a proper regime of de+codification. 
Last but not least, making publicly known its laboratorial aspects (the ethic of practice, concepts as well as material and immaterial means of production), which stand 
behind the representational/superficial aspects of its artistic and cultural production, The Art of Polyphony opens transparently potential connection with its spatial 

artistic and cultural context, permitting pure artistic differences and their cultivation, which resist the exploitation of the political power and neoliberal streams of global 
art system. 

 [1] See, despite the stilted title, the headword “iso” in Encyclopedia of Albanian folk iso-polyphony: a masterpiece of the oral and intangible heritage of mankind, 
safeguarded by UNESCO, translated by Kim Burton, Uegen, Tirana, Albania, 2007. 
[2] Foucault Michel, Preface of Deleuze and Guattari Anti-Oedipus, University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 2000, p. XIV. 


	When and where everything started …
	“The Gut” – Video/Performance 6:22, Tirana, Albania, 2013 (this work is co-produced with studio203 which has released its own version).
	“De-Ludii” - Artist: Ergin Zaloshnja, co-curator with the artist and Miza Gallery, Tirana, Albania, 2014.


